PLEATED CAT DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE HEAD STRAP
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

FITTED DOG DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE HEAD TIES
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

FITTED DOG DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE HEAD CORD
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

FITTED DOG DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE CORD EAR LOOP
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

PLEATED DOG DESIGN
ELASTIC EAR LOOPS
NOSE WIRE
NO FILTER POCKET

PLEATED DOG DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE HEAD Strap
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

FITTED DOG DESIGN
ELASTIC EAR LOOP
NOSE WIRE
NO FILTER POCKET

FITTED CAT DESIGN
ELASTIC EAR LOOP
NOSE WIRE
NO FILTER POCKET

FITTED CAT DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE HEAD TIES
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

FITTED CAT DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE CORD EAR LOOP
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

FITTED DOG DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE HEAD TIES
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

FITTED DOG DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE CORD EAR LOOP
NOSE WIRE
FILTER POCKET

Masks may have different color cord/strap/tie than pictured.

We try to update our mask selection in real time, but appreciate your understanding if we have to ask you for a second choice.

Scroll down for close-ups of each mask!
Dog Themed Masks Close-Ups

A
- Fitted Style
- Adjustable Ties
- Nose Wire
- Filter Pocket

B
- Pleated Style
- Elastic Ear Loop
- Nose Wire
- No Filter Pocket

C
- Pleated Style
- Adjustable Head Strap
- Nose Wire
- Filter Pocket
**D**
- Fitted Style
- Adjustable Ear Loop
- Nose Wire
- Filter Pocket

**E**
- Fitted Style
- Adjustable Ties
- Nose Wire
- Filter Pocket

**F**
- Pleated Style
- Adjustable Head Strap
- Nose Wire
- Filter Pocket
Fitted Style
Elastic Ear Loop
Nose Wire
No Filter Pocket

Fitted Style
Elastic Ear Loop
Nose Wire
No Filter Pocket

Fitted Style
Elastic Ear Loop
No Nose Wire
No Filter Pocket
Dog & Cat Themed Masks Close-Ups

Pleated Style
Adjustable Ties
Nose Wire
No Filter Pocket

Cat Themed Masks Close-Ups

Pleated Style
Adjustable Head Strap
Nose Wire
Filter Pocket

Pleated Style
Elastic Ear Loop
Nose Wire
No Filter Pocket
Fitted Style
Adjustable Ear Cord
Nose Wire
Filter Pocket

Pleated Style
Adjustable Head Strap
Nose Wire
Filter Pocket

Fitted Style
Adjustable Ties
Nose Wire
Filter Pocket
Children's Size Masks Close-Ups

**P**
- Fitted Style
- Adjustable Ear Loop
- Nose Wire
- Filter Pocket

**Q**
- Fitted Style
- Adjustable Ties
- Nose Wire
- Filter Pocket

**R**
- Adult Extra Large Masks Close-Up
- Fitted Style
- Adjustable Ear Loop
- Nose Wire
- Filter Pocket